
 

 

 

 

To: You 

From: Plot Blueprint  

Date: July 24 

RE: Monthly Memo 

 

Hi, everyone! We’re going to send out a memo every month with some ideas and links. If you 

have something you’d like me to address, let me know: Plotblueprint@gmail.com 

Let’s talk about plotting. Actually, let’s talk about the essential fuel of plot… conflict. 

Remember, in Module 2, we discuss conflict, and the three types of conflict: 

 External 

 Internal 

 Interactional 

External and internal are in most plots (interactional isn’t as ubiquitous), so let’s focus on 

those just for this exercise. 

EXTERNAL/INTERNAL CONFLICT COMBINE! 

This is an exercise to help you connect your external conflict with your  

internal conflict:  

   

   

1. What's going on outside your protagonist that is involving him/her in  

some external situation? This could be a quest, a mission, a conspiracy,  

an investigation, a project, a term (such as a school term), a deception,  

a plan... anything that will provide the protagonist with something to do  
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for the time of the book. This does not have to be a major conflict; it  

just has to last the whole book.  

   

2.  Add in a deadline if you can– If X doesn't happen by (time or date),  

then something bad will occur.  Or if I accomplish Y by (time or date),  

then something good will happen.  

   

So what's yours?  

Example: If I don't get my juniors to understand analogies by October,  

they'll all do lousy on the verbal portion of the SATs, and they won't  

get into college.  

   

3.  Now list a few ways this conflict can show up in your story as a  

problem.  Give at least three events which cause the protagonist trouble,  

and show a couple of ways he/she attempts to solve the problem.  

   

Example: In September, I started at this school and the principal tells me the first  

big challenge is to help the students prepare for the SATs.  Most of them  

are from families where no one has graduated from high school, much less  

gone to college.  

   

I start teaching from a sample SAT test and there's a whole section on  

analogies. I give them that part of the test and they all fail it.  

Students start to panic and some say they just won't do it– won't take  

the test, will give up their dreams of college.  

   

Most can't seem to get it when I'm teaching, no matter how I try. I ask  

for help from other teachers and get some worksheets, but nothing works.  

   

Then a student comes to me and says hesitantly that he thinks he understands, 

but I'm just not explaining it in a way the kids understand.  

   

4.  Now explain why this conflict is especially hard for this person emotionally or 



 

 

psychologically-- why it makes him/her feel vulnerable or scared or inadequate.  

   

Example:  I used to teach at an elite private school, and my students always did 

great on the SATs.  I thought I was a good teacher.  Then I got this fellowship to 

come to an inner-city school and use my methods on these un-gifted 

students.  Now I'm floundering. 

 

They're having a harder time learning from me.  They come into my classroom 

after walking to school through dangerous streets-- no bus system down here-- 

and some of them work 8 hours the night before and they've got all sorts of 

worries and anxieties that my previous students don't have. 

 

And I'm realizing-- I wasn't that great a teacher after all. If I were any kind of 

teacher, I'd be able to teach all different kinds of kids, not just the well-fed, well-

prepared, well-off ones.  And now I'm thinking it was a mistake coming here-- I'm 

not up to this task. Only thing is, after failing so badly here, I don't think I can go 

back to teaching at all, because I've lost my confidence.  When this kid comes up 

and tells me that I'm teaching wrong, that I'm just not talking their language, it 

reinforces my sense of failure. And I have to admit… I get defensive. 

   

 

5. Now list a few ways the resolution of this conflict can be developed in the latter 

part of the book. 

 

Example: I tell this student that if he thinks he can teach better than  

I can, go ahead. I figure he'll fail just as I did-- these students are  

just too damaged to learn a high-level concept like "analogy", right? 

 

I'm amazed when he successfully helps one classmate to "get it", using  

popular music and movies as examples. 

 

We set up peer-tutoring sessions for the other students. The tutors are  

teenagers too, and know what examples will work– from sports and music. 



 

 

 

Each student who figures it out is given another student to tutor. Soon  

everyone in the junior class, even the non-college bound students, joins in because 

it's become the cool thing to do.  

   

6. Now come up with some triumphant or satisfying or just event that can  

show the resolution of this conflict. Think about a tournament or contest  

or showdown or big moment of some sort– this will be your external  

climactic event, so make it a good one. 

 

Example: The day of the SATs, I come to school to find all the students  

with their partners going over the studysheets one more time. A few hours  

later, they emerge from the test room thumbs-up, and they all report they  

think they knew every analogy question.  

   

7. Now see if you can come up with some way the world of the book has  

changed because of this triumphant resolution.  

Example: A few weeks later, the test results come in, and my students  

did great on the Verbal section. Because the peer-tutoring project worked so well, 

the principal lets me set up a similar program to prepare students for the next 

round of SATs.  I decide to stay.  

   

8.  One more question: Read over that and see if the external events show  

some kind of internal change too.  

Example: I was always the kind of teacher who had to be in charge of the  

classroom. There was a line there– I was the teacher, on this side, and  

they were the students, on that side. This experience has taught me that  

sometimes students can be teachers... and that teachers should never stop  

learning. I learned– to let go a little and stay open to experimentation,  

and to trust my kids.  

Try working through those questions if you want the internal to affect the external, and vice 

versa! 



 

 

Now last time I asked if anyone was interested in getting an agent. I know you’re probably 

not ready yet, if you’re still plotting. And you might be like me, uninterested in agents. I’ve 

had 7, and most were well-recommended and ethical… and not very helpful. I pretty much 

sold every one of my books, even when I had an agent, so I decided I might as well save the 

commission! But a really good agent isn’t just useful, but necessary for some genres and 

publishers. And I’ve been asking around to identify some agents who seem like they’re more 

author-focused and untraditional—that is, aware of the changes in the publishing industry, 

and not resistant. 

So here are a couple agents I’m keeping my eye on and asking about. This is NOT an 

endorsement… only current and ex-clients can really know enough to tell you about how 

effective an agent can be. And of course, the perfect agent for one writer might not work for 

another. But if you’re starting a list of future possibles-- 

Marcy Posner http://www.foliolit.com/marcy-posner 

(She also represents children’s lit authors: https://www.foliojr.com/marcy-posner-1 

-- 

Quressa Robinson at the Kristen Nelson agency https://nelsonagency.com/ 

(At her agency, there are several younger agents looking to build their lists. Quressa Robinson is one 

seeking  children’s (MG- middle grade school) and YA as well as speculative fiction.) 

Always check out the warnings  and lessons by the writer advocate Victoria Strauss: 

https://www.victoriastrauss.com/advice/safest/ 

 

Remember to schedule a coaching call whenever you’re done with a module of the Plot 

Blueprint Course. If you like, we can do it on Zoom so you can have a recording of our 

discussion. 

Have fun plotting! 

Alicia 

plotblueprint@gmail.com 

 

Venice Beach Pier- My son lives near here-- 

 

http://www.foliolit.com/marcy-posner
https://www.foliojr.com/marcy-posner-1
https://nelsonagency.com/


 

 

 


